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1. How to create a directory (or folder as in windows OS) 

mkdir command 

This simply means make (mk) directory (dir) 

e.g. let’s create a directory called CARS 

         

The directory is created 

2. How to list.  

Use any of the below commands. They are all do the same thing but present the output 

differently as below; 

ll or ls or ls –ltr 

        

Notice the directory CARS we just created highlighted with a red line as in the above image 
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Hope you noticed the difference in presentation but all 3 commands are used to list 

3. How to create a directory within another (a sub-directory) 

E.g. create a sub-directory under CARS called MAKE 

a. First, you use the change directory command to go into the parent directory which in our case 

is CARS 

cd <directory_name>  

So, let’s go into the CARS directory; 

cd CARS 

 

b. How to verify your present working directory. Use the below command 

Pwd 

 

This tells us that we are in the /home/oracle/CARS directory. Usually, the last directory is where 

you are currently situated 

c. Now that we are in CARS, and it is confirmed, we can proceed to create the MAKE sub-

directory inside CARS as below; 
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Notice that I have combined a couple of commands from our previous notes as above. 

First, we change directory to CARS, verify we are in CARS, then make/create a new directory 

called MAKE in CARS then verify our new present working directory 

4. How to go backward into a directory. 

cd ..   (One directory back) 

cd ../..   (2 directories back) 

cd ../../..   (3 directories back) 

        

Notice how the directories change as we go backward. Don’t bother if you don’t get it the first 

time. Practice will make you the best !!! 

5. How to create a script (or file as in windows) 

touch <filename> 

Let’s create a script called my cars 

touch my_cars    or     vi my_cars 
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touch will just create the file without opening it. 

vi will create and open the file for you to put in data (insert) 

 

Notice I created the file under the MAKE directory and used an underscore ( _ ) to link the file 

called my cars. If you separate this, the linux OS will consider it to be 2 words. This is a bad 

practice. 

Thus, always link up words you think are separate  

6. How to copy a file from one directory to another 

cd directory where file is located, then, 

cp <filename> <directory where you want to send the file> 

e.g.  
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Notice I copied the script from /home/oracle/CARS/MAKE to /home/oracle/CARS. It is very 

vital to know where the script is located and where you want to send it to. At the end of the copy, 

the file will be present both directory because we just copied. 

7. How to move files from one directory to another 

cd directory where file is located, then, 

mv <filename> <directory where you want to send the file> 

 

NB: cd <enter> takes you to the root (or home directory) 

8. How to delete a directory 

rm –rf <directory_name> 

or  

rmdir <directory_name> 

***Please, don’t use the delete command unless you are very sure*** 
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Notice I deleted the MAKE directory and it’s gone together with all its contents 

9. How to delete a script or file 

cd directory where file is located. Then,  

rm <file_name> 

 

Notice the file called my_car.sql is successfully deleted 
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10. Clearing your screen. Type the clear command on the OS 

clear  

 

 

 


